LSF gets the best reviews from students on the social networks and was the first school in Montpellier to be awarded the QUALITY FLE Label accreditation with the maximum score of 15/15. LSF is certified Campus France and is a DFP and TEF testing centre.

LSF is located in 3 buildings in the historic centre with 20 air-conditioned classrooms, 5 of which are equipped with a Digital Interactive Screen. LSF has been teaching French for 22 years and has a fantastic age and nationality mix: about 2000 students each year in the Adult Centre, aged 16-85, (85 different nationalities in 2018). LSF provides its students with unique learning tools in Montpellier: an e-learning platform, a Smartphone application and a roadbook.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**
French Standard classes
French Intensive classes
French courses for teachers
French and Cooking classes
French one-to-one lessons (at school and long-distance)
DELF/ DALF preparation courses
DFP preparation courses
Preparation A Level
Preparation Leaving Certificate

**RESEARCH**
French courses in Montpellier South of France, by the sea.

**STRENGTHS**
LSF Montpellier stands out for the quality of its teaching and the great diversity of its students: a mix of ages, nationalities and objectives. The students appreciate the LSF Montpellier extraordinary atmosphere with its living spaces: garden, library and computer room, splendid classrooms in buildings of the historic centre. LSF Montpellier offers its students complete accommodation solutions and each week a varied programme of activities: sports, art & culture, history & gastronomy. LSF Montpellier provides his students with highly efficient ressources: Digital Interactive Screens in 5 classrooms, the LSF Roadbook and e-learning platform. To facilitate students’ daily life, LSF has also created an application available on smartphones to consult their course schedule.

**LOCATION**
Montpellier, South of France, in Occitanie
Our French language school is located in the heart of Montpellier’s historical pedestrianised centre in a prestigious building. The adult school, located at 6 rue Foch, opened its doors in 2014. "LSF Barnabe" annex – mostly used for school groups – remains at 3 Impasse Barnabé on the first floor of a 17th century townhouse. LSF also opened the new "LSF Préfecture" annexes, between the Foch and Barnabé sites, in March 2016 – making 20 air-conditioned classrooms in total.

Place de la Comédie, the main square of Montpellier with its sunny café terraces, is only a five-minute walk away. LSF enables you to learn French in exceptional conditions right in the heart of the city centre with everything you might need within walking distance.

Close to our unique site, you will find many bars, cafés, restaurants, shops, cinemas, museums, gardens, etc. which will help you enjoy your French language stay in France to the full; the great diversity of its students: a mix of ages, nationalities and objectives. The students appreciate the LSF Montpellier extraordinary atmosphere with its living spaces: garden, library and computer room, splendid classrooms in buildings of the historic centre. LSF Montpellier offers its students complete accommodation solutions and each week a varied programme of activities: sports, art & culture, history & gastronomy. LSF Montpellier provides his students with highly efficient ressources: Digital Interactive Screens in 5 classrooms, the LSF Roadbook and e-learning platform. To facilitate students’ daily life, LSF has also created an application available on smartphones to consult their course schedule.
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